A complex variational approach is proposed for the stress analysis of a finite composite laminate containing soft inclusion of elliptical shape which simulates the impact damage. The finite width correction is avoided by using this approach in the prediction model for the compression-after-impact strength of laminates. Comparisons with the FEM and test date are made and presented to verify the accuracy of the approach proposed.
Introduction
The damage in a composite laminate due to low velocity impact can significantly degrade the laminate's compressive strength. This strength reduction is caused by an instability of sublaminates formed by internal delaminations under in-plane compressive load. The buckling of the sublaminates triggers unstably delamination growth which in tum leads to a premature failure of the laminate. Following this failure mechanism, a five-stage prediction model for the compression-after-impact (CAl) strength of laminates has recently been developed at the Institute for Aerospace Research (IAR) [1] . In this model, the damaged region in the laminate is simulated as a soft inclusion due to material degradation. The theory used for stress analysis of the laminate with soft inclusion is the complex potential approach [2] which is valid for infinite laminates and therefore a finite width correction (FWC) factor is implemented. The requirement of numerical calibrations [3] for determining the FWC factor makes the prediction model less efficient for use in a PC environment. To overcome this drawback, a closed-form expression of general FWC factor for laminates with elliptical inclusion has recently been derived by the present author [4] .
The objective of this work is to develop an alternative method to improve the efficiency of the prediction model for the CAl strength of laminates. To this end, a complex variational approach is proposed for the stress analysis of damaged laminates of finite width. In this approach the equilibrium equations and the compatibility relation are satisfied in the domain and the boundary conditions are imposed in a variational formulation. In this way, the finite width correction is avoided and thus improved efficiency and accuracy are obtained. Using this approach in the prediction model for the CAl strength, only four stages are involved which are: (i) buckling of the largest sublaminate caused by impact; (ii) material degradation in the damaged region; (iii) stress analysis of the damaged laminate; and (iv) failure prediction. In this note, only the new stress analysis approach is briefly outlined due to space limitation and some results are presented for the verification.
Stress analysis
The problem under consideration is an impact damaged laminate of finite width. The damaged region is simulated as an elliptical soft inclusion with major axis a and minor axis b. The material degradation for this soft inclusion is determined based on the sublaminate buckling load [1] and is characterized by the modulus retention ratio denoted as Mr. The laminate is under unaxial compression N. The ellipse can be arbitrarily oriented but for sake of clarity only noninclined elliptical soft inclusion is dealt with in this abstract, as shown in Figure 1 .
To calculate the stress distribution in the laminate with soft inclusion, a complex variational approach is proposed. At first, a constant stress state is assumed within the inclusion written as:
where A, B, and C are constants to be determined. Then the stress state in the laminate under the applied load N and the inner boundary forces N~,N; ,andN~y is obtained using the theorem of minimum potential energy with the following functional:~ỹÑ~x~N where A jk (j, k = 1, 2, 6 ) are the in-plane stiffness coefficients of the laminate, n is the laminate domain and~is the angular parameter of the inclusion boundary.
Unlike conventional procedures in using variational methods, two complex stress potentials, CPI and CP2' are used to derive the stress and displacement components as:
Ny =2Re[dcp 11 dZ 1 +dCP 21 dz 2]
where J.LI' J!z, PI' P2' ql' and q2 are known complex constants and Zk= x + J.Lk Y (k=l, 2).
(3)
(4)
Now the problem is to select appropriate stress potentials as trial functions for the variational principle. Here the following two-term complex functions (5) are chosen with the confrrmal mapping function as: (6) where i is the imaginary unity and cll' C 12' C 21 and C 22 are four complex constants to be determined by solving a set of four linear equations with complex coefficients derived from the variational principle. Since the equilibrium and compatibility equations are automatically satisfied in the domain due to the use of the complex stress potentials, the variational form of the functional IT involves boundary integrations only.
Once the four complex constants <uc n ' C 21 and C 22 are determined, the stress and displacement components are obtained from Eqs. (3, 4) . The stress state obtained is in equilibrium with the applied load N and the inner boundary forces N; ,N~,and N;y' However the displacements must be continuous across the inclusion boundary. To satisfy this, the following equations are derived:
which provides a set of new values for the constants A, Band C. These values are used in the variational principle to calculate new values for the complex constants cll' C 12' C 2 1 and C 22• Hence an iterative scheme is implemented until convergent solutions are reached.
Results and discussion
To verify the accuracy of the proposed approach, the stress components in a IM71F977-2 [45/01-45/90]4s laminate with an elliptical damage (M r = 0.2) are calculated and compared with the finite element results obtained from a very fine mesh. The laminate width is w = 4 in and the ellipse dimensions are a = 1.2 in and b =0.8 in. In Figure 2 is shown the stress in the loading direction around the damaged region. It is seen that the present and the finite element results are almost identical.
The failure prediction for the same laminate with circular damage based on the proposed approach is also conducted and the results compare well with testing data from [3] , as shown in Figure 3 .
Conclusions
A complex variational approach has been proposed in this work for the stress analysis of impact damaged composite laminates. The accuracy of the approach was assessed by comparison with the finite element results and testing data. Using this approach, the efficiency of the prediction model for the CAl strength of damaged laminates was improved due to avoidance of the finite width correction. As a future work, the approach proposed will be extended to deal with general soft or hard elliptical inclusion problems. [1] Xiong, Y. and Poon, C., "A prediction method for compressive strength of impact damaged composite plates", to appear in Composite Structures, 4(30) .
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